Purism Reaffirms Plans To Bring Librem 5 Smartphone To Market In January

Linux hardware manufacturer Purism is reaffirming their commitment this morning to shipping the Librem 5 smart-phone in January.

Purism's Security and Privacy Focused Librem 5 Smartphone Makes Major Strides in Manufacturing and Development

Purism, the social purpose corporation which designs and produces popular privacy conscious hardware and software, has announced that its groundbreaking Librem 5 smartphone is currently on schedule for its planned January 2019 delivery date seven months after its crowdfunding campaign raised nearly $2.5 million for the project.

The Librem 5 will be the world’s first community-owned smartphone ecosystem that gives users complete control over their mobile device.
If I had an eelo co-founder [6]

BUT our eelo community is growing fast: we have close to 15 developers working full time, a
dozen translators/editors? to reach our targets, and I’m currently limiting this number.
eelo could grow way faster and way bigger!

The reason of the current limit is that my available time of work is limited, and my TODO list
is growing faster than I can execute.

Therefore, I need to find solutions until we find enough funding to hire some people to
structure all projects more.
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